Charged particles multiplicity distributions at the maximum of electromagnetic showers initiated by 5 to 1000 GeV electrons in Fe, W, and Pb were calculated using GEANT4. It is shown that they are reasonably well fitted by the inverse sum of two exponents and the energy dependence of the average multiplicity follows power law with the power of ~0.95 for all studied materials.
Detectors consisting of a high Z converter and a hodoscope type particle detector behind it are often used in HEP experiments for e,γ /hadron and γ/π 0 separations and for e,γ coordinate and energy measurements [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . The most popular converter materials are Pb and W, while Fe or Cu are used less frequently. The converter thickness t usually varies from 2-3 X 0 to t max where X 0 is a radiation length and t max corresponds to the maximum flux N max of charge particles in the electromagnetic (EM) shower. A converter of t max placed in high energy electron beam can also be used as a source of the short and intense bunches of relativistic positrons and electrons [19] . Thus the characteristics of EM showers at t max are of particular interest. values confirm this conclusion (see Table 2 ). All results presented below were obtained with R c =0.7 mm. 
Energy dependence of t max and N max
To find the converter thicknesses t max from 500 to 4000 EM cascades were generated for the primary electron energies E 0 of 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 80, 120, 160, 200, 300, 500 and 1000 GeV. 
where a 1,2 are free parameters shown in Table 3 . It is evident from [24] .
The values of t max and N max =<N>( t= t max ) calculated by formulas (1) and (2) are shown in Fig. 3 . t max follows the same E 0 dependence as a:
where c 1,2 are free parameters shown in Table 3 . N max as a function of E 0 follows power law:
with power k close to 0.95 (Table 3) in agreement with previous calculations [2] and experimental results [4] . As can be seen from Figs. 2, 3 and Table 3 , all values for Pb and W parameters are close to each other and charge particle flux in Fe is by factor of 1.4 less than that in W and Pb in agreement with measurements [25] . Table 3 . Results for W and Pb almost coincide. (4) and (5) with parameters shown in Table 3 . Results for W and Pb almost coincide.
Multiplicity distributions
Calculated probability distributions dP/dN of charged particles multiplicity at t max are shown in Figs. 4-9. They have tails at low multiplicities due to late development of some showers.
Several functions representing different combinations of exponents, Gaussians and polynomials were used to describe these distributions. The best fits for the entire range of E 0 were obtained for the inverse sum of two exponents:
where р 0 is a normalization factor and p 1 , p 2 , p 3 are free parameters. The function (6) is defined from - to +. Its integral is equal to if q>p>0 or 0>p>q where рр 1 и qp 1 -p 2 [26] . Thus the factor р 0 can be presented in the following form: 
(the second term in (8) is ~3% of р 3 for all materials and energies).
The results of the fit of dP/dN distribution using formula (6) (5):
Values of the free parameters P 0 and l are presented in the Table 4 . From Tables 3 and 4 it follows that powers l and k are close to each other. 
Conclusions
Simulations of EM showers initiated by 5 to 1000 GeV electrons in Fe, W, and Pb are performed using GEANT4. Studies of charge particles multiplicity distributions at the shower maximum show that they are reasonably well described by the inverse sum of two exponents with three free parameters for all materials and energies and the energy dependence of the average multiplicity follows power law with the power of ~0.95. Data presented in the Tables   4-8 and Fig. 10 allow to calculate the multiplicity distribution at any energy within the studied interval.
